
 

- Simple and easy to use application for web mining. - Multi-threaded spider with lots of possibilities. - Fast crawling. - Visual
spider with many features. Visual Web Spider is the application for web mining. It helps you collect webpages, extract
keywords and phrases and generate large text collections. The tool can automatically create directories to save crawler data and
can save crawler results in ZIP format. Visual Webspin is a powerful and useful tool for web data mining. This program allows
you to create directories that hold spider data and can save crawler results in ZIP format. It also allows you to create crawlers
with the aid of the powerful wizard. You are offered step-by-step guidance throughout the entire configuration process. The
main window is divided into three areas. The upper part shows the list of your previous crawls. The middle part contains the list
of your newly created crawls. And the bottom part shows the content of your crawls. You are allowed to select different files.
You can create crawls, select what to crawl, add links, and specify where to save data. Advanced options include the setting of
crawling rules, depth, what to index and the type of information that you want to index. You are allowed to create search
engines, select search results based on the domain or page size, and sort and group data. You are also given the opportunity to
easily search for multiple URLS, sort data by the page URL, HTTP status code, page title, page text, or backward link. Crawling
is stopped, paused or started. You can delete all finished crawls, filter data using custom conditions, and sort the collected
information. The application supports ZIP, CSV, HTML, and ASN.1 file formats. In addition, you can export data to Microsoft
Access database or MySQL database. You can also save the information to ASCII, CSV, or HTML file format. You can pick
the preferred encoding type. Tests have shown that Visual Webspin performs a task quickly while remaining light on system
resources, to the overall performance of the computer is not hampered. Bottom line Based on our tests, Visual Webspin is a
robust, powerful and useful application for web data mining. KEYMACRO Description: - Simple and easy to use application
for web mining. - Multi-threaded spider with lots of possibilities. - Fast crawling. - Visual spider with many features. Visual
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This function allows you to create "macros" that are simple shortcuts to call the different functions of the TrafficMining
framework. You can save your configurations as macros and then later you can call them by simply typing their name.
RETURNS: ( ) GetStarted() - Displays a basic usage message Usage: MARiO[OPTION]... [OPTION]... OPTION: -h, --help -
Display help message -v, --version - Display version message GetInstallationPath - Gets the installation path. Usage:
MARiO.exe -v GetMACROs - Get a list of all macros that have been created by MARiO. Usage: MARiO.exe -h GetOptions -
Gets the all the available options. Usage: MARiO.exe -h GetText - Get the description of the current macro. Usage: MARiO.exe
-v GetText - Get the description of the current macro. Usage: MARiO.exe -v GetDescription - Get the list of all available
algorithms. Usage: MARiO.exe -h GetDescription - Get the list of all available algorithms. Usage: MARiO.exe -h GetSections -
Get the section number of the current macro. Usage: MARiO.exe -v GetSections - Get the section number of the current macro.
Usage: MARiO.exe -v GetSubmitted - Get a list of all the macros that have been submitted by MARiO. Usage: MARiO.exe -h
GetSubmitted - Get a list of all the macros that have been submitted by MARiO. Usage: MARiO.exe -h GetConfigs - Get a list
of all the current configuration. Usage: MARiO.exe -h GetConfigs - Get a list of all the current configuration. Usage:
MARiO.exe -h GetSampleTest - Get a list of all the macros that are made to test the sample of a traffic algorithm. Usage:
MARiO.exe -h GetSampleTest - Get a list of all the macros that are made to test the sample of a traffic 
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